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Training Services 

Training is vital to help your team understand how Teneo functionality can and should be applied to customer 
services, sales and mobile applications. The Artificial Solutions Education and Training department is 
developing training courses that will help users from different backgrounds and organizations making the most 
of the Teneo platform. These are the courses that we currently offer: 

 Teneo Fundamentals 

 Teneo Advanced 

 Teneo for Partners  

 Working with Groovy in Teneo Studio 

 Teneo Insight 

Details of the various courses are presented below. 

We deliver training at our own offices in Sweden, United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Spain. However, if 
you are not located close to any of our offices, we can also deliver private training at your premises.  

If you want to know more about the training program or if you want to sign up for a course, please send a mail 
to training@artificial-solutions.com.  

  

mailto:training@artificial-solutions.com
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Teneo Fundamentals (2 days) 

Course description 

The purpose of this training is to get customers comfortable with the Teneo platform to a level where they can 
confidently manage the body of knowledge that the Virtual Assistant draws upon when she converses with her 
visitors. The course covers the full cycle of content creation, delivery and optimization. This is the basic 
course to book for anyone who will be actively involved in the building and maintenance of the Virtual 
Assistant. 

Using the Teneo Studio interface, course delegates learn to build knowledge for a virtual assistant in a 
realistic business case. They have to translate conversations into flows, adding flow logic and intelligence. 
Next, they learn how to publish the knowledge, so that the virtual assistant can use it when she talks to her 
visitors. Finally, the delegates learn how Teneo Insight may be used to analyse conversations that have taken 
place and how to feed the results of such an analysis back into the knowledge base.  

This is very much a hands-on training. Concepts are presented and discussed, and then immediately put into 
practice in exercises of increasing complexity.  

Course content 

Topics covered in the course are: 

 Introducing Teneo Studio 

 Getting started with flows 

 Getting started with Language Objects and Language Libraries 

 Multi-step flows 

 Metadata 

 Publishing a solution 

 Getting started with Insight 

 Knowledge optimization 

 Troubleshooting  

Audience  

This course is aimed at anyone who wants to start managing the Knowledge Base that the Virtual Assistant 
uses when she converses with her visitors. The ideal candidate has a feeling for language and knows what 
kind of questions her website visitors might ask. 

The first day of this course would be very suitable for project managers and other people who want to know 
about Teneo Studio, but who will not be actively working with it. 

Prior knowledge 

No specific prior knowledge is required. 

Duration 

The course “Teneo Fundamentals” takes 2 days. 
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Teneo Advanced (1 day) 

Course description 

This course is typically booked immediately after the Teneo Fundamentals training. It covers the more 
advanced aspects of the Teneo platform. The training is particularly suitable for the more technical delegates 
who just finished the Teneo Fundamentals training and want to know more.  

The main focus of the course is on building complex flows. Delegates learn how to skip steps in a flow, how to 
add listeners and script nodes, and how to make the virtual assistant remember information that her visitors 
mention in a conversation. There is special attention for making the virtual assistant taking the initiative in a 
conversation, so that she can be used for promotional purposes as well. 

Course content 

Topics covered in the course are: 

 Setting up a knowledge base 

 Building complex flows 
o Listeners 
o Skip conditions 

 Using script nodes 

 Working with structured data: the answer table 

 Linking flows 

 Keeping the context 

 Pro-active flows 

Audience  

This course is aimed at anyone who will be building more complex flow into the knowledge base used by the 
virtual assistant. The ideal candidate has a logical and analytical mind. Having a bit of a technical background 
or some experience with programming would be helpful. 

Prior knowledge 

Candidates for this course have completed the training “Teneo Fundamentals”. 

Duration 

The course “Teneo Advanced” takes 1 day. 
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Teneo for Partners (4 days) 

Course description 

The partner training is aimed at partners who want to start working with the Teneo platform to be able 
implement it for their own customers. The initial three days of the training cover the full cycle of content 
creation, delivery and optimization. Using the Teneo Studio interface, course delegates build their own 
solution based on a business case. They start with simple questions, but soon progress to more advanced 
topics like multi-step flows and conditional logic. The fourth day is dedicated to partner specific topics, Teneo 
Insight and the Dynamic Interface.  

This is very much a hands-on training. Concepts are presented and discussed, and then immediately put into 
practice in exercises of increasing complexity.  

Topics 

Topics covered in this course are: 

 Introducing the Teneo platform 

 Getting started with flows 

 Getting started with Language Objects and Language Libraries 

 Complex flows 
o Adding memory: using listeners and variables 
o Conditional logic: skipping questions 

 Metadata 

 Preparing your solution for Teneo Insight 

 Workflow 

 Solution publication cycle 

 Working with Insight 

 Optimizing a solution 

 Integration: adding a web service (optional) 

 Masters and Branched Solutions 

 Localization of content in multi-language projects 

 Agile project implementation methodology 

 Dynamic Interface 

Audience  

This course is aimed at partners who want to start using the Teneo platform for their customers. The first day 
of this course would be very suitable for project managers and other people who want to know about Teneo 
Studio, but who will not be actively working with it. 

Prior knowledge 

No specific prior knowledge is required, but some exposure to programming concepts would be an advantage. 

Duration 

The course “Teneo for Partners” takes 4 days. 
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Working with Groovy in Teneo Studio (2 days) 

Course description 

Sometimes the flows of your solution require functionality that is not available out of the box. The Teneo 
platform allows you to add your own functionality written in Groovy (or Java). You can do so in script nodes 
used by individual flows, in scripts that you add to the solution, and even in your own classes that are loaded 
automatically when the solution is loaded. 

The first day of the course is dedicated to the Groovy language. Delegates practice with basic concepts of the 
Groovy language using the Groovy console. The second day is all about using Groovy inside Studio. It starts 
with the various scopes in which variables and Groovy scripts can be added to a solution. Delegates learn 
about the most common API calls and they apply them in exercises based on real life scenarios, such as 
integrating a web service into the solution. The training concludes with delegates writing a Groovy class, 
adding it to solution load script and calling it from a flow. 

Topics 

Topics covered in this course are: 

 Groovy – an introduction to the language 

 Groovy in Teneo Studio 

 Scopes of scripts and variables 

 Using time in flows 

 Integrating a web service 

 Binding 

 Teneo Engine API 

 Advanced pro-active flows 

 Global scripts 

 Adding classes to the solution load script 

Audience  

The candidates for this course want to add programmatic functionality to the Teneo knowledge base used by 
the virtual assistant. They have some programming experience, preferably in an object oriented language. 

Prior knowledge 

The candidates for this course have completed the Teneo Fundamentals and the Teneo Advanced course. 
Partner candidates who have completed the course “Teneo for Partners” are welcome as well. 

Duration 

The course “Working with Groovy in Teneo Studio” takes 2 days. 
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Getting started with Teneo Insight (1 day) 

Course description 

Teneo Insight is the component of the Teneo platform that opens up the virtual assistant’s conversational log 
files for analysis. Insight will allow you to improve the knowledge base by analyzing what went wrong in the 
dialogues. In addition, it can give you valuable insights about the characteristics and conversational behavior 
of your website visitors.   

After a brief introduction on the Insight interface and the underlying concepts, the training presents a number 
of use cases that the course delegates analyse.  

On request, this training can be delivered on the client’s data set. It is available as a classroom training or as a 
web based session. 

Topics 

Topics covered in this course are: 

 Why use Teneo Insight? 

 Insight concepts 

 How many dialogues? 

 Most popular topics 

 Analyzing  a flow 

 Analyzing the Safety Net 

 Analyzing feedback 

 How well do answers match user inputs? 

Audience  

Candidates may have different reasons to attend this course. Business users might want to know more about 
their website visitors and the conversations they have with the virtual assistant. Studio operators want to learn 
Insight because they want to improve the knowledge based used by the virtual assistant.   

Prior knowledge 

This course can be delivered to users with no prior knowledge of the Teneo platform or to Studio operators 
who have completed the Teneo Fundamentals course. It is not a good idea to mix these different types of 
users into one group. 

Duration 

The course “Getting started with Teneo Insight” takes one day. It can also be delivered as 2 webinar sessions 
of about 4 hours each. 

 


